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Attributes    Target
5.7, 3.0, ... ?
1 - Pr(Target > Cool | 5.7, 3, ..) = 0.05
  Pr(Target > Cool | 5.7, 3, ..)   
Pr(Target > Mild | 5.7, 3, ...) 
= 
0.25
Pr(Target > Mild | 5.7, 3, ..) = 0.7
Predicted
Class Hot
B:  Target > Mild
Attributes    Class
4.4, 3.9, ...      
4.7, 3.2, ...      
6.7, 3.1, ...      
5.8, 2.7, ...      





Attributes    Target
4.4, 3.9, ...      
4.7, 3.2, ...      
6.7, 3.1, ...      
5.8, 2.7, ...      





Discrete class learner Discrete class learner
Pr(Target > Mild | X)
A:  Target > Cool
Attributes    Target
4.4, 3.9, ...      
4.7, 3.2, ...      
6.7, 3.1, ...      
5.8, 2.7, ...      
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